
The Girl CB 1551 

Chapter 1551-Xavier didn’t say anything else. He just asked her if she had time. And they arranged a 

place for afternoon tea. 

 

Nikita was quite idle lately. So, she asked for the location and took a taxi there. 

 

Xavier arranged the meeting place in a private tea-house. The surrounding environment seemed to be 

high-end. 

 

When Nikita got out of the car, a waiter came up to serve her. 

 

In a small pavilion in the back garden… 

 

Nikita saw that Xavier was already sitting in the pavilion. 

 

“Mr. Blake, Miss Swift has arrived.” After the waiter brought Nikita to the place, he turned around and 

left. 

 

In the pavilion, Nikita and Xavier were the only two left. 

 

Nikita took a seat across from Xavier before he said anything. 

 

“What did you want to see me about?” She sat down and looked up at Xavier. 

 

Xavier was also looking at her and smiled a little. But his smile was fixed. “Niky, when did we become so 

distant?” 

 

Nikita didn’t say anything and looked at him. 

 



Xavier laughed again, with a bit of self-deprecation in his eyes, “You never asked me that before. I 

haven’t seen you for a 

 

long time. I just wanted to see you, can’t 1?” 

 

“Yes.” Nikita pursed her lips, “Where have you been lately? How come there’s no news at all?” 

 

“Do you care?” Xavier’s attractive long eyes were filled with strange emotions. His voice sounded a bit 

hoarse, “I thought 

 

that even if I died out there, you wouldn’t care.” 

 

Nikita frowned. 

 

She disliked this kind of Xavier. It felt a bit strange. It was not the Xavier she used to know. 

 

“If you die out there, I’ll be there to pick up your body.” Nikita looked away from his eyes, “Xavier, we’ve 

been friends for so 

 

many years. Of course, I’d care about you.” 

 

“But only the care between friends, right?” Xavier hooked his lips in self-deprecation. 

 

Nikita frowned tighter. 

 

She turned to look at him and said with an unpleasant face, “Do you have to talk like that? If you keep 

this up, then I’ll 

 

leave.” 

 



Seeing that she was angry, Xavier laughed bitterly, “Okay, I won’t talk like that. You don’t like to hear 

that, so let’s talk 

 

about something else.” 

 

“Nikita, is that thing true?” Xavier seemed reluctant to mention it and brought it up difficulty, “Is it true 

that you’re having 

 

Sheehan’s baby?” 

 

Nikita had just picked up a cup of tea and was about to drink it. Hearing his works, she trembled a little 

on her hand and 

 

almost dropped the cup on the table. 

 

“What did you say?” 

 

Xavier closed his eyes and said with a pained look on his face, “Do you love Sheehan so much that you 

are willing to give 

 

up all your principles for him.” 

 

“You’re going to be a mother at such a young age.” 

 

Sheehan was a bastard! 

 

How dared he did it! 

 

“What are you talking about?” Nikita was so confused, “What child?” 

 



Xavier continued painfully, “Nikita, I know you’ve always done what you wanted to do. And you don’t 

listen to any advice. 

 

But this time, for the sake of our friendship for so many years, just listen to my advice, okay?” 

 

“You are still young. Do not rush to have a child. Children are not toys. Once they are born, you have to 

be responsible for 

 

them.” 

 

“In the future, even if you regret it, there is no way you can stuff the baby back: “You…” 

 

“Stop! Stop talking! Xavier, tell me clearly. Since when am I going to give birth to a baby? Since when am 

I going to 

 

become a mother? I don’t know that myself. Where the hell did you hear all this?” 

Chapter 1552-You’re in Love with Sheehan? 

 

Xavier looked up abruptly. 

 

He suddenly became emotional as if he realized something and said, “Niky, are you not pregnant?” 

 

Nikita blushed a little with embarrassment and said, “Pregnant my ass!” 

 

She had not even slept with Sheehan yet. If she was really pregnant, then she was really creating a world 

miracle. 

 

She would be considered the first person in the world to reproduce asexually. 

 

“Then how come there are rumors everywhere about you being pregnant?” 



 

Nikita looked even more embarrassed, “It’s being spread everywhere outside?” 

 

“You actually don’t know?” 

 

In fact, the rumor about Nikita’s pregnancy was running only in the luxury circle, not yet outside. 

 

Nikita was not a gossip person, so she didn’t even know that the rumors of her pregnancy were already 

spreading. 

 

This was the first time she had heard about it. 

 

“I don’t know.” Nikita looked unpleasant, “I just heard it from you.” 

 

It was ridiculous… 

 

The whole world knew she was pregnant, but she didn’t know? 

 

It was so ridiculous. 

 

“It’s good that you’re not pregnant.” Xavier seerned to be relaxed. His face was instantly much more 

relieved. He seemed 

 

to be in a better moad now. 

 

He was in the mood to taste the tea. 

 

After taking an unhurried sip of the tea, he looked at Nikita and said, “Well, I thought this is not like your 

style. 

 



You wouldn’t be the kind of person who would easily lose in love.” 

 

“But…” He hesitated and asked, “I hear that you and Sheehan are living together. Is that not true?” 

 

Nikita gave him a look, “Living in the same building is considered living together?” 

 

Xavier, “… Yes.” 

 

Nikita, “Then it is.” 

 

Xavier’s expression didn’t look good. 

 

“You’re not tired of Sheehan yet? You don’t want to break up with him yet?” 

 

Nikita and Sheehan had been together for a while. 

 

According to her sense of novelty, she should have stopped being interested in Sheehan a long time ago. 

 

But now, not only did she not break up with Sheehan, but they were living together. 

 

Xavier couldn’t tell what it was like. He always thought Nikita and Sheehan wouldn’t stay together for 

long. And that Nikita 

 

would break up with Sheehan when the novelty wore off. 

 

He kept waiting. 

 

He was waiting for her to break up with Sheehan. 

 



He was waiting for her to come back to him again. 

 

He thought that she would eventually come back to him. 

 

Just like children… They wouldn’t go home for a while, but when they had enough fun, they would 

eventually choose to go 

 

home. 

 

And he was Nikita’s home. 

 

But now, Xavier began to be unsure. He started to be afraid because he felt that he might not be able to 

have Nikita back. 

 

Nikita was not doing as her regular style this time. 

 

What he feared most was that Nikita really had feelings for Sheehan. 

 

“We are good. Why would we break up?” Nikita looked at him as if she couldn’t understand, “I think 

he’s fine. 

 

And I’m happy with him- Xavier’s look changed. The sweet tea in his mouth instantly became tasteless. 

 

His dark pupils. A strange emotion welled up under his eyes. And he was silent for a while before he 

said, “You’re in love 

 

with Sheehan?” 

 

“Love?” Nikita looked a bit confused, “What is love?” 

 



“Love is whether he has become the most important person in your heart? Do you want to marry him? 

Do you want to give 

 

him a child?” 

 

Nikita looked down slightly and thought seriously about it. 

 

Sheehan did have a very important place in her heart. 

Chapter 1553-Corley Asks for Her Help 

 

As for marrying him? They had already registered at the Y Country. So, they were already married, right? 

 

And about having a child with him? 

 

Nikita was not interested in children. But she didn’t reject the idea of having a child with Sheehan. 

 

After thinking for a moment, she replied, “Maybe. If what you say is the sign of loving someone, then I 

love him, I guess.” 

 

After Nikita said these words, Xavier was silent for a while. 

 

Later, Nikita took a call and left after answering the phone. 

 

Xavier did not keep her. He was silent and watched her leave. 

 

After Nikita left, Xavier sat alone in the pavilion for a long, long time. He sat there like a statue, not 

moving for a long time. 

 

After a long time, he slowly reached out and took out a small box from his packet. 

 



The box was very delicate. It was small and looked like a box for jewelry. 

 

Xavier put the box in the palm and opened it. Inside, there was a bright and dazzling diamond bracelet. 

 

The bracelet was articulated with diamonds. And each diamond was of high quality. So, even a layman 

who didn’t know 

 

anything could see at a glance that this bracelet was of extraordinary value. 

 

This bracelet was valuable. Xavier asked a world-class famous jewelry designer to customize it privately. 

It was the only 

 

one in the world. 

 

Originally, he was going to give it to… 

 

It was not necessary now. 

 

“Just one step slower, will I miss it forever?’ Xavier said to himself in a bitter voice. He stared at the 

necklace in the box for 

 

a while and put it away. 

 

He slowly pressed his chest. 

 

He felt great pain in his chest as if his heart was pulled by something. The unstoppable pain began to 

spread from his 

 

heart and soon to all parts of his body. 

 



The person who called Nikita was Corley. 

 

Corley went to met Nikita directly, and as soon as they met each other, he handed over a cup of milk tea 

to her. 

 

Nikita looked down. 

 

Corley seemed a little embarrassed. He coughed twice while covering his mouth and handed the milk 

tea to her again, 

 

“Don’t you like drinking milk tea? I heard that this milk tea shop is the best in N City. Am I right?” 

 

Nikita pressed his lips, but she didn’t say anything. She stretched out her hand to take the milk tea. 

 

She often drank the milk tea of this shop. 

 

It seemed that Corley has done some work on that. 

 

“Go ahead, what can I do for you?” 

 

He must come for something, or he would not buy her milk tea. 

 

Nikita wouldn’t believe that Corley came for nothing, and he made such a long trip specially not just to 

send her the milk 

 

tea. 

 

Corley didn’t hide it. He smiled and pointed at a black Bentley parked next to him, “Get in and talk about 

it, shall we?” 

 



Nikita took a sip of milk tea. It had ice and delicious fruit in it, and the sweetness was perfect for her. 

 

She drank the milk tea slowly for a while and got in the car. 

 

After getting in, Corley said directly, “Nikita, I know my request may be a bit too much, but I really can’t 

think of anyone 

 

else who can help except you.” 

 

“I’d like you to come with me to ¥ Country.” 

 

“To ¥ Country?” 

 

Nikita turned her head and narrowed her eyes, “What happened to Rosa?” 

 

If it was his own matter, he must have said it directly. 

 

If it was a matter of Old Mr. Garrett, he didn’t have to go to Y Country to solve it. 

Chapter 1554-I Could Treat Her 

 

Only Rosa was in Y¥ Country. 

 

Corley said it was very hard for her to accept, which must be related to Rosa. 

 

Because her relationship with Rosa was not so harmonious, Corley would feel that it was too much to let 

her help. 

 

Corley was silent and nodded, “Yes, Nikita, I know that she did something wrong to you before, but she 

has learned her 

 



due lesson now.” 

 

“You should also know there were some indecent photos and videos of her on Facebook. She should be 

stimulated by 

 

these things. My aunt said that her mental state is very abnormal these days.” 

 

“Aunt got a psychiatrist and a doctor for her, but it was useless. She was not cured, but she looks worse 

than before.” 

 

“She looks very abnormal now. My aunt is worried that if the situation continues, it will become more 

and more serious 

 

and become more and more difficult to treat.” 

 

“Nikita, I believe you can help, and only you can cure her.” 

 

Corley hasn’t seen Rosa yet, and hasn’t seen Rosa’s situation personally. He was not sure if she was sick 

and abnormal 

 

just like what his aunt said. 

 

However, he believed that his aunt would not lie. 

 

If Rosa was all right, his aunt wouldn’t call him again and again, and asked him to pick up her and send 

her home for 

 

treatment. 

 

Moreover, now Rosa’s situation was so serious that her aunt has been afraid to live with her. 



 

She said that she was afraid that she would be insane and hurt her. 

 

Corley naturally didn’t want to believe that his sister would become like this, but he also knew very well 

how much harm 

 

those photos and videos would do to Rosa. 

 

Under severe stimulation, anything would happen. 

 

Corley dared not delay it anymore, so he immediately came to Nikita. 

 

As long as Nikita was willing to help, no matter what disease Rosa had, she could be cured. 

 

After Nikita heard that, there was no expression on her face. She did not speak, and silently drank the 

rest of the milk tea. 

 

Seeing that she didn’t say anything, Corley was a little anxious, “Nikita, I only have a sister, I really can’t 

bear to watch her 

 

go crazy. 

 

“Please help me. As long as you are willing to help, no matter what you require, I can give it to you.” 

 

“And, when it comes to kinship, you are one of our family members. For the sake of that kinship, help 

me this time” 

 

Nikita raised her head, narrowed her eyes and looked at Corley. 

 



He looked handsome, and his eyes were delicate and attractive. They were very affectionate when he 

looked at her. 

 

It was true that Corley really cared much about Rosa. 

 

Seeing that Nikita still didn’t speak, Corley was even more worried. He said anxiously, “Rosa, she will 

never come back in 

 

the future, and she will always live abroad.” 

 

“That incident made grandpa feel humiliated, so grandpa won’t allow her to come back. She won’t 

disturb your life with 

 

Sheehan in the future.” 

 

“Nikita, you…” 

 

“If she is really ill, I can treat her.” 

 

After a long time, Corley felt a little disappointed. He thought that Nikita would not help him, but Nikita 

suddenly opened 

 

her mouth. 

 

Corley was refreshed and immediately said, “Really? Are you willing to treat her?” 

Chapter 1555-Retribution 

 

“I have some requirements.’ Nikita didn’t beat around the bush, “Give me one billion dollars. The visiting 

fee is 500 million, 

 



and I am not sure that I can cure her” 

 

Since she was going to treat Rosa, Nikita would certainly not let up on her. 

 

Anyway, Corley could get so much money. 

 

It depended on whether he was willing to give so much money for his sister. 

 

“Good” 

 

Corley really cared much about her sister. He didn’t even hesitate for a second and immediately agreed. 

 

“Can we leave now?” Corley looked at Nikita’s face, hesitated and said, “Her disease needs immediate 

treatment, and it 

 

will be much more serious if we continue to delay it.” 

 

“If you think it is okay, we can go straight to the airport now.” 

 

“Ok. Nikita took out her mobile phone and shook it at hirn, “Give the visit fee first.” 

 

“Just a moment, I’ll call the finance department of the company.” 

 

Even if he had a lot of money, it would take some time to deal with it if he wanted to transfer 500 

million dollars at once. 

 

Corley immediately made a called and informed to transfer the money. 

 

“Are you sure? I wouldn’t give the visit fee back even if I couldn’t cure her.’ Nikita kindly reminded. 



 

“I know it.” Corley smiled, “I am very grateful that you promised to try it. In any case, I can’t watch her 

become a mad 

 

woman.” 

 

“lL can earn money again, but I only have one sister.” 

 

Nikita pressed her lips, lowered her eyes, and some negligible emotions flashed in her eyes. 

 

Corley was really nice to Rosa. 

 

He was a qualified brother. 

 

Rosa was very lucky to have such a brother who loved her deeply. 

 

She had a brother before, but … 

 

Although she didn’t care about some matters and some people, she still felt upset when she thought 

about them. 

 

Nikita followed Corley to the airport and flew to Y country to treat Rosa. 

 

Arriving at the airport, she called Sheehan a few minutes before boarding. 

 

When he learned that she was going to Y Country to treat Rosa, Sheehan, who was in a meeting, left 

behind all the 

 

executives. He tightened his eyebrows and strode out of the office with his mobile phone. 

 



“Are you kidding me?” Sheehan frowned tightly, “If you go to Y Country alone. Have you ever thought 

that there would be 

 

danger?” 

 

“Why didn’t you discuss this matter with me? Didn’t we talk about it before? We will face everything 

together in the future!” 

 

Nikita recognized that he was angry, so she turned to look out of the window. Her voice was calm, ‘I 

don’t think itis a very 

 

important thing, so I didn’t tell you.” 

 

“Don’t worry, I will be all right.” 

 

“Lam not alone. Corley is with me.” 

 

Sheehan still frowned, “How could Rosa go crazy? If she pretended to be crazy and led you abroad…” 

 

“Then she will surely regret it.” Nikita smiled and said indifferently, “People who set me up will get his 

own retribution.” 

 

Sheehan was speechless. 

 

Of course, he knew what Nikita could do. 

 

It was just that no matter how powerful she was, she was only a person. 

 

Sometimes, Sheehan was really afraid that Nikita’s overconfidence would hurt herself. 

 



“Well, the plane is about to take off. I have to go. I’ll talk to you when I get there.” Nikita hung up the 

phone. 

 

Sheehan heard that Nikita hung up the phone. He stood beside the French window with a worrying face. 

 

Although he knew that she was capable, he still didn’t feel at ease. 

 

He called Vernon. 

 

“Book a plane ticket to Y Country, the sooner, the better 

Chapter 1556- It Was Time to Have a Girlfriend 

 

Vernon was stunned, “Y Country? Mr. Lambert, you dont have a trip to Y country recently on your 

schedule. “ 

 

Sheehan looked at him coldly. 

 

Vernon got the message, did not dare to say anything, and immediately went to book an air ticket. 

 

During more than ten hours of flight, Nikita has been sleeping after wearing eye masks and earplugs. 

 

When she woke up, the plane has landed on the airport of Y Country. 

 

After the plane stopped, passengers got out of the plane one after another. 

 

Corley thought that Nikita didn’t eat anything on the plane, so he suggested, “Let’s eat something first, 

and then go to my 

 

aunt’s place to see her.” 

 



Nikita nodded lightly. 

 

It happened that she was hungry, too. 

 

When she was hungry, she didn’t want to do anything. 

 

Corley should be quite familiar with Y Country. He directly went to a very authentic local restaurant, 

which tasted very 

 

good. After a meal, Nikita was satisfied. 

 

After eating and drinking, they went to his aunt’s place. 

 

His aunt lived in the rich area on the outskirts of the capital of Y Country. About half an hour later, the 

car stopped in front 

 

of a five-story white villa. 

 

The gate was guarded by a bodyguard. 

 

The bodyquard obviously knew Corley. When he saw Corley’s face, he greeted him politely, “Young 

master” 

 

Corley asked, “Aunt and Rosa are there?” 

 

The doorman nodded, “Madam and Miss Garrett are there. Madam knows you are coming, so she put 

off everything and 

 

has been waiting for you at home.” 

 



The car went into the villa. 

 

After the driver parked the car, Corley got out first, and then stood by and waited for Nikita. 

 

As soon as Nikita got out of the bus, she heard the voice of a middle-aged woman, “Corley, you finally 

came. 

 

Have you had the meal yet, are you hungry? I asked the nanny to prepare a lot of delicious food. Come 

in and have the 

 

meal first.” 

 

Nikita raised her head. 

 

A woman in her forties came out. She was well maintained, still in good shape, with firm skin and 

beautiful face. 

 

Her skin was quite delicate. 

 

The woman was wearing a long blue dress and a silk scarf. She didn’t wear any jewelry, but her 

temperament was still 

 

outstanding. 

 

Her eyes and facial features looked a little similar to Rosa and Corley. 

 

This must be Corley’s aunt. 

 

Nikita looked at the woman carefully, thinking that the family members are all handsome men and 

beautiful women. Her 



 

grandmother, who hasn’t yet accepted her, was also a great beauty when she was young. 

 

So Rosa looked very ordinary in the family. 

 

“Aunt.” 

 

Corley walked over to the woman, “Nikita and I have already had the meal, so you can take us directly to 

Rosa.” 

 

“Nikita?” Linsey was stunned, it seemed that she has just found Nikita next to Corley. She looked at her 

with surprise. 

 

“Corley, is this lady next to you your girlfriend? She looked so beautiful. When did you have a girlfriend? 

You should have 

 

told me that she is coming, so that I can prepare in advance.” 

 

It was quite normal for Corley to have a girlfriend at his age. 

 

Originally, it was very simple for Corley to have a girlfriend because he was handsome and rich, but his 

leg was not very 

 

well before, so he locked himself up all day and didn’t contact with the outside world at all. 

 

At that time, his mind was out of order, and looked abnormal. It was impossible for him to have a 

girlfriend. 

 

Now his leg was healed, and he was an adult suitable for marriage, so it was time for him to have a 

girlfriend 

Chapter 1557-Once or Twice a Day 



 

Nikita was speechless. 

 

Corley was stunned, and then the expression on his face became awkward, “Well, aunt, Nikita is not my 

girlfriend, she is 

 

the doctor I invited.” 

 

Linsey was stunned again, and she was more surprised, “Doctor? Is she the doctor you invited for Rosa?” 

 

Linsey looked at Nikita while talking. She didn’t trust her, which was shown on her face. 

 

Nikita has seen many people like her. 

 

Because she was too young, they didn’t believe in her medical skills. 

 

In such a situation, Nikita didn’t bother to say anything to explain. 

 

The best way to prove herself was showing her real skills. 

 

“Aunt, Nikita is very capable.” Corley also noticed Linsey’s distrust. He was afraid that Nikita would be 

unhappy and 

 

immediately said, “My legs and the illness of Old Mr. Lambert were cured by Nikita.” 

 

“She is the disciple of the great doctor Lemuel, and her medical skills are quite good. She can certainly 

cure Rosa.” 

 

After hearing Corley’s words, Linsey’s attitude suddenly changed. 

 



She was very clear about the illness of Corley’s leg. 

 

They have spent a lot of money to invite many famous doctors and experts in the world, but they were 

helpless. 

 

They all said that Corley’s late legs could not be cured, and he would be disabled for a lifetime in the 

future. 

 

But later, he was cured by a great doctor. 

 

Old Mr. Lambert was in coma for five years, and the world’s top experts couldnt cure him, but he was 

also cured by that 

 

doctor. 

 

Linsey never expected that the superb doctor of Chinese medicine would be a very young and beautiful 

little girl. 

 

Such a beautiful young girl didn’t look like a great doctor. 

 

She looked like a fairy. 

 

“It turns out to be the disciple of Lemuel.” Linsey had heard of Lemuel. The distrust in her eyes suddenly 

disappeared and 

 

turned into expectations. 

 

“Miss Swift, please cure Rosa.” 

 

“Corley should have told you some basic information about her, right?” 



 

Nikita nodded, “Well, that’s true. But I have to see her.” 

 

“Well, I’ll take you to her now.” 

 

When they walked into the hall, Nikita heard that something broke upstairs, which was accompanied by 

a woman’s roar. 

 

Linsey stopped, and she looked embarrassed, “Listen, it’s happening again. It happens once or twice a 

day” 

 

“Everything in the room was broken by her.” 

 

“The nanny went up to send her food, and she also smashed all the food on the ground.” 

 

“Well, I have been scared these days.” 

 

Corley heard the noise upstairs and frowned. He looked a bit angry. 

 

Of course, he knew that Rosa was roaring. 

 

According to Linsey, the disease stroke her once or twice a day. 

 

This was quite abnormal. 

 

“Be careful when you go up there later.’ Linsey looked upstairs and caressed her chest. “I knocked on 

the door before, 

 

and when I opened the door, she threw a vase out. If I has not dodged it at once…” 

 



Her face would have been ruined. 

 

Corley’s face became more and more ugly. 

 

Was Rosa’s illness so serious? 

 

That incident was a little too much for her. 

 

After Linsey took them to the door of Rosa’s room, she immediately walked to the other side 

Chapter 1558-You Were not Here to Pick Me up? 

 

She was scared of the people in the room. 

 

There was a lot of noise in the room. When they approached, they heard that some glass stuff has hit 

the ground and the 

 

crackling sound was very piercing. 

 

Corley knocked on the door with an angry face. 

 

The noise in the room stopped. 

 

Then, a hoarse and furious voice came out from the inside, which sounded very scary, “I said, I don’t 

want to eat, I have 

 

no appetite!” 

 

“Are you deaf? Get out, get away from me!” 

 



Corley’s face darkened, and he knocked on the door again. He endured his anger and lowered his voice, 

“Rosa, it’s me, 

 

open the door!” 

 

In the room, Rosa was silent. 

 

After a while, Nikita heard footsteps near the door. 

 

The door opened, and Rosa’s face was pale and haggard. 

 

She was wearing a white nightgown, and her hair looked very messy. Her nightgown were wrinkled and 

dirty. 

 

The thick dark circles under her eyes also showed that she certainly hasn’t slept well these days. 

 

Nikita has met Rosa many times, and she always dressed up carefully and looked very attractive. This 

was the first time 

 

for her to see her sloppy appearance. 

 

She was quite different from the girl before. 

 

But Nikita couldn’t tell if she was crazy. After all, when she saw Nikita, her eyes immediately widened, 

and the strong 

 

hatred flashed in her eyes. 

 

Nikita looked indifferently at her. 

 



“Rosa, do you still remember me?” Corley seemed to be scared by Rosa. He was stunned for a while, 

and asked her in 

 

hesitation. 

 

Linsey said Rosa was in an abnormal state now. 

 

Corley was really afraid that Rosa would forget him. 

 

“Brother.” After Rosa heard the voice of Corley, she moved her eyes with hatred from Nikita, and then 

plunged into 

 

Corley’s arms with wet eyes. 

 

She cried bitterly when she held Corley, “Brother, you finally come to see me. I thought you would never 

talk to me again 

 

and never come to see me again.” 

 

Corley looked down at her red and swollen eyes and touched her head with pity, “What silly words did 

you say? 

 

You are my sister. How would I ignore you?” 

 

“Brother, I miss you so much, I miss grandpa so much, I am so lonely. I really want to go back to you, but 

grandpa doesn’t 

 

want me.” 

 

Rosa was very sad, “Brother, are you here to pick me up? Has grandpa allowed me to go back?” 



 

The expression on Corley’s face was stiff. 

 

“Rosa, grandpa is ill, and now he is in a nursing home to recuperate. He hasn’t allowed you to go home. I 

am not here to 

 

pick you up, but to see how you are doing now.” 

 

“My aunt said that you are not in good condition recently and are ill. If you are uncomfortable, tell me. If 

you are sick, we 

 

will help you treat it” 

 

Rosa raised her head. She looked at him, and her eyes were red and swollen. She said with a trembled 

voice, “Brother, 

 

aren’t you here to pick me up?” 

 

Corley nodded his head bitterly. 

 

“Is Grandpa going to never let me go back because he thinks I’m a disgrace to his family?” 

 

Corley fell silence. 

 

Corley couldn’t make sure whether Old Mr. Garrett would let her get back. 

 

In terms of some matters, Old Mr. Garrett was a very stubborn person. 

 

Although Corley didn’t say anything, his silence made Rosa understand that it was impossible for her to 

go home for a 



 

while 

Chapter 1559-Rosa Was Unconscious 

 

She suddenly got excited. After reaching out and pushing Corley away, she roared at him, “What 

mistakes did I make? 

 

Why did grandpa do this to me?!” 

 

“Clearly I am the one who was hurt, why don’t you help me!? Why don’t you comfort me!? And why did 

you do this to me! 

 

Just because those photos and videos made grandpa feel that I lost the face of the family, so he had to 

drive me out of the 

 

house, right?” 

 

“Grandpa, why is he so cruel!? I have made many mistakes before, and he has forgiven me. Why is he so 

cruel this time, 

 

why?” 

 

“Since you are not here to take me back, what are you doing here! Go, I don’t need you to pretend to be 

pitiful for me 

 

here!” 

 

Corley’s face turn stern, “Rosa, I can’t change Grandpa’s decision, but I won’t leave you alone. Aunt is 

right. 

 

You’re really not yourself. You need to see a psychiatrist.” 



 

“I know that thing is harmful for you. No matter what you say or do now, I won’t take it seriously.” 

 

Then Corley turned his head and said to Nikita, “I hope that she can recover, can you make it?” 

 

Nikita looked at Rosa and said lightly, “Then I have to see if she is psychologically abnormal, or physically 

abnormal” 

 

“Good.” Corley nodded, “It’s up to you.” 

 

Nikita didn’t say anything and went directly towards Rosa. 

 

“Nikita, what are you going to do?” Rosa raised her hand and wanted to hit her in face, “Bitch, you dare 

to appear in front 

 

of me. I was set up by you. Die, you shameless bitch!” 

 

Her hand didn’t even touch the hair of Nikita, and her wrist was pinched by Nikita. 

 

Nikita didn’t use too much strength on her hand, but Rosa still wrinkled her face in an instant with pain, 

and the expression 

 

on her face was scary with pain. She gritted her teeth and roared, “Bitch, let me go! Brother, avenge me 

now. My photos 

 

and videos were taken by her. She hurt me like this, you must not let her get away from it!” 

 

Corley didn’t believe Rosa’s words. 

 



He looked serious, and he said angrily, “I invited Nikita here to heal you, and I costed a lot of money for 

that. You are not 

 

allowed to speak to her like that. Rosa, you are sick now, Nikita can cure you, you must cooperate with 

her well” 

 

“I will find out who took those photos and videos. But I believe that it has absolutely nothing to do with 

Nikita, and she 

 

could never do that.” 

 

Corley didn’t often stay with Nikita, but he believed in Nikita. 

 

Nikita was a very proud person, and she would absolutely not do those sinister and dirty things. 

 

“Brother, Sheehan is bewitched by this bitch, are you bewitched, too? I am your sister. Would you 

rather believe this bitch 

 

than believe me?” 

 

Rosa struggled and shouted, “Nikita, you shameless bitch, you seduce Sheehan. Are you going to seduce 

my brother 

 

now? You…” 

 

The unpleasant words came to an abrupt end. 

 

Corley saw that Nikita patted Rosa’s neck. She directly let Rosa faint. His face suddenly changed, ‘Nikita, 

you…” 

 

“Rosa…” Linsey saw the situation and changed her face, “What did you do to her?” 



 

After Rosa fainted, she finally quieted down. 

Chapter 1560-Erase Her Memory 

 

Nikita pushed her to Corley, “She is too noisy, I just want her to be quiet.” 

 

Corley stretched out his hand to hold Rosa at once. He saw that Rosa has closed her eyes and was 

motionless, he was a 

 

little worried, “Is she all right?” 

 

Nikita scoffed, “What would happen to her? If I didn’t do this. Do you think she can cooperate with me? 

Ok, put her in bed 

 

and let her lie down. I’ll see if she is sick or not.” 

 

Corley was speechless. 

 

He didn’t say anything else, and did what she ordered. He put her on the bed and let her lie down. 

 

Nikita walked to the bedside, pulled up Rosa’s hand and sensed her pulse. 

 

About ten seconds later, she let go of her hand. 

 

She got up, turned her head and said affirmatively to Corley, “She is not ill, and her pulse is normal.” 

 

“Not sick at all?” Corley breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

That was good. 



 

He was really afraid that Rosa would go crazy. 

 

“Since it is not a physical illness, is it a psychological disease?” He asked. 

 

Anyway, no matter what, Rosa was abnormal. She looked crazy. 

 

He had only one idea. He wanted to let Rosa recover and become a normal girl again. 

 

“Maybe.” Nikita thought Rosa was not sick, whether physically or psychologically, but she did not deny 

Corley. 

 

“What then?” Corley frowned, “Do you have any way to cure her?” 

 

“Cure her?” Nikita tilted her head, looking relaxed, “What do you mean by curing her?” 

 

“I want Rosa became a girl like before. She used to be a very confident and positive girl. She was 

passionate about 

 

everything, and she never complains about anything in her life.” 

 

“But now she…” 

 

“I don’t want her to act like a resentful woman, and I don’t want her to fall for hatred.” 

 

Nikita pressed her lower lip. She thought that people like Rosa lived in an extremely comfortable 

environment since 

 

childhood. She could get whatever she wanted, and she didn’t need to worry about anything. 

 



Of course, she would be positive and confident. She didn’t need to complain about anything. 

 

“Can I do anything as long as she can be recovered?” Nikita thought for a while and said, “There is a way 

to make it. 

 

However, can you make the decision for her as her brother?” 

 

“What do you want to do?” 

 

“Hypnosis. I will let her forget all unhappy things, and she will naturally become a girl you want.” Nikita 

looked down at 

 

Rosa who was lying motionless in bed with her eyes closed, “That is to say, let some of her memory 

disappear” 

 

Without those unpleasant memories, there would be no resentment and hatred. 

 

“Hypnosis?” 

 

“Yes.” Nikita nodded, “Hypnosis.” 

 

“Are you sure you can make her forget those unpleasant things?” 

 

“Of course.” Nikita narrowed her eyes, “You don’t need to doubt whether I can do it now. What you 

need to determine is 

 

whether should I hypnotize her.” 

 

“If you can change her, of course you must do this!” Corley said without any hesitation, “Nikita, just do 

it.” 



 

“I can hypnotize her and make her forget those things. However, since she was stimulated by that thing, 

it is 

 

possible for her memory to recover if she hears about that thing again after hypnosis.” 

 


